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ABSTRACT 
 
The aim of this study was evaluation of effect of biomechanical movements on concentration of blood 
glucose and lipids in professional athletes of kung fu toa 21 and control samples. Both groups 
preformed 25 sport tasks based on exercise program of Farfan and Gracovetsky in two independent 15 
min activity at submaximal level (HR max 150 ± 13.5) and after performing sport program at maximal 
level (HRmax 195 ± 4) they performed exhaustion activity. Blood samples were collected from both 
groups before and after exercise based on standard methods.  
Based on our experiment blood glucose in professional athletes showed lower concentration in 
comparison with controls significantly, 101±1 mg/dl and 109±1.9 mg/dl, respectively in resting state 
(P<0.001). After performing biomechanical movements in submaximal state concentration of blood 
glucose did not show any considerable alteration (P>0.5). But in maximal state showed a considerable 
alteration, 172±10 mg/dl and 119±2 mg/dl, respectively (P<0.001).  
Concentration of blood TG in submaximal state before and after 15 minutes activity showed an 
increase in controls(P<0.001 in before exercise and P>0.5 after submaximal activity) but exhaustion 
state did not show any considerable alteration(p>0.5). Blood cholesterol and LDL-C showed a 
considerable increase in all three states in controls(p<0.05). HDL-C in both group before exercise and 
in submaximal state did not show any considerable alterations(p>0.5) but after maximal state showed 
an increase in professional athletes(p<0.01). This result showed that physical activity based on Farfan 
et al. methods alters the concentration of blood TG and glucose in both groups considerably. These 
alterations probably regulates by glucose hypothalamo-hypophyses system and adrenal glands through 
neurohomoral pathway. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Several investigations have been shown that Glucose consumption increases during exercise 
(19, 20). Sartorious muscle of frog after excitation (1 milliamper per second) during 20-30 minutes did 
not show any increase in carbohydrate transportation with in muscle but increased level of G6P, 
F1,6DP and lactate returned to it's normal level . Rate of blood circulation during electric excitation 
and physical exercise within 20 minutes increased up to 8o to 100 milliliter per minute which leads to 
increase of oxygen consumption in muscle up to 10% (9).  

A . P Kasa-tkin et al. showed that increased consumptions of blood glucose lead to decrease in 
insulin and increase in secretion of anti insulin hormones. So glucose from liver source release to blood 
circulation and blood glucose remains stable during endurance exercise. Carbohydrate and lipids are 
main energy sources of active muscle and severity of physical activity affects consumption of these 
energy sources (20). 

 Lipid degradation increase during regular physical activity and total cholesterol concentration 
of blood returns to its normal level. Aerobic long term physical activity increase the sensitivity of cells 
to insulin which leads to decrease of insulin level in blood circulation (13, 14, 19, 20). Regular physical 
activity leads to hyper sensitization of adipose tissue to glucocorticoids and this can probably 
interpreted the using of lipid sources by the effect of hormonal alterations (16, 18).  

Several investigations on mice have been showed that systematic muscle activities in aerobic 
exercise in mice increase lipase activity of adipose tissue and lipid transportation in muscles (7,12, 13, 
14, 17, 18). 

 Results from study of analysis of the mechanism of hearing, vision and the role of epiphyses 
in physical activity and the regulation of rabbit biorhythm showed that after short term physical 
exercise in rabbit leads to increase of blood glucose but long term physical exercise decrease blood 
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glucose. Muscle adaptation due to regular physical activities highlights the role of epithalamo-
hypothalamous system, hypophyses, and adrenal glands (19, 20).   

An investigation on professional and non professional skier showed that the group of skier 
who had muscle adaptation in top level in addition to performing the better physical exercise, quality of 
consumption and guidance of energy (storage form) were in better condition than nonprofessional 
group (9, 11). Several investigations on male old mice which performed physical activity in water (28-
30ºC) revealed that the secretion of corticotrophin increased after 30 minutes and the secretion of 
ACTH from hypophyses and ascarabin acid from adrenal gland showed a decrease within 1.5 hours 
which revealed that performing ling term physical activities leads to increase of secretion of 
glucocorticoid hormones from adrenal glands under hypothalamus system and the response of 
adenohypophyses , then leads to decrease of cytosolic hormones during exhaustion state (15, 20).  
 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 
 

This investigation was performed in two groups in which 11 professional athletes (kung fu toa 
21) and non-professional persons (as control) with the range of 26.1 ± 1.8 years old and 24 ± 0.2 BMI.  
The professional groups performs kung fu toa 21 more than 4 years (6 hours per week). Both groups 
perform 25 sport tasks with 1 hour interval based on Farfan and Gracovetsky program (21). Both two 
groups participated in two exercise program, 15 min submaximal physical activity (HR max 150 ± 3.5), 
then in other program until exhaled (HR max 195 ± 4) with 50 minutes interval. Blood samples were 
collected in fasting state and blood parameters were determined using stometroven (aweroncc, USA) 
and pars azma kit (Iran) in biochemistry laboratory and blood glucose was determined by enzymatic 
methods (gop, tap) (10). 
A sample of biomechanical movement 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

RESULTS 
 

In this investigation, the effect of biomechanical movement on blood parameters (FBS, TG, 
Total cholesterol, LDL-C, HDL-C) were determined in two groups of professional and non-
professional athletes before and after 15 minutes submaximal and exhaustion exercise. Data was shown 
in table 1 and figure 1. Blood glucose was determined 101 ± 1.02 mg/dl before biomechanical 
movement 107_0.9 mg/dl after 15 min submaximal activity and 172 ± 10.6 mg/dl after exhaustion 
state. In other words blood glucose increased considerably after these two activity programs in 
professional athletes (p<0.001).  

In the case of non-professional athletes, blood glucose was 109 ± 1 mg/dl before activity, 
106.5 ± 2.5 mg/dl after 15 minutes submaximal activity and 119 ± 1.7 mg/dl after exhaustion state. 
Blood glucose after 15 min submaximal biomechanical movement did not show any considerable 
alteration in non professional group (p>0.5). Two groups of samples before activity and in exhaustion 
step showed considerable increase in blood glucose (p<0.001) but in submaximal activity (15 minutes) 
did not show any considerable alteration in blood glucose (p>0.5). 
  As it has been mentioned in figure 2 and table 1 TG of control samples in the steps of before 
and after submaximal activity were greater than professional groups (p<0.05) but there was not any 
considerable alteration in the step of exhaustion in TG in both groups ( p>0.1) . Data from table 1 and 
figure 3 did not show any alterations in total cholesterol after 15 minutes biomechanical movement and 
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exhaustion step comparing with before activity ( p<0.001) but did not show any considerable alteration 
in non professional athletes (p>0.2). Total cholesterol showed significant alterations in both group 
before activity, 15 minutes submaximal activity and exhaustion activity which significantly were 
greater than non professional athletes (p<0.05). LDC-C was significantly greater than professional 
group in those three steps (p<0.02). HDL-C did not show any significant alteration. In two groups 
before activity and after submaximal activity but in exhaustion step showed a significant increase in 
professional group (p<0.01). Based on our results 15 minutes submaximal biomechanical movement 
and exhaustion activity lead to significant alteration in blood components. Short and long term physical 
activities lead to involvement of carbohydrate and lipid sources in energy cycle. 

 
DISCUSSION 

 
The results showed that regular biomechanical movements for at least 4 years (6 hours per 

week) leads to blood glucose lower than nonprofessional group (p<0.001). The results from references 
7, 14 showed that long term physical activities increase the sensitivity of cells to insulin which leads to 
decrease in blood glucose in resting state (7, 14). These exercises increase blood glucose in 
professional group during maximal activity in comparison with control (p<0.001) which correlates with 
the result from investigation of Noorbakhsh  et al that showed FBS as an indicator of coronary heart 
factors during physical activity increases(2). On the other hand, the maintenance of the normal level of 
blood glucose is necessary for brain activity which is the main fuel supply. Upon decreasing of blood 
glucose level, Ep, cortisol, and glucagon lead to degradation of liver glycogen leading to release of 
glucose into blood circulation and upon increasing of blood glucose, glucose stores in liver in the form 
of glycogen. During physical activity, the concentration of blood glucose alters which depends on the 
type and duration of physical activity (1).  

The other considerable result was the alteration of blood glucose in submaximal and maximal 
states comparing to resting state in professional and nonprofessional groups. Referring to table 1 a 
considerable increase was shown in blood glucose in maximal activity in both group comparing to it's 
resting state (p<0.001) which correlates with results from the references 1, 9 , 19, 20. The difference in 
blood glucose in sub-maximal activity (15 minutes) in professional group was significant ( p<0.001) 
but in nonprofessional group showed an increase in blood glucose, unsignificantly ( P >0.2) which 
correlates with results from references 11, 9 that showed an adaptation of professional skiers in storage 
and release of  energy comparing with nonprofessional athletes (9, 11). 

 Maximal activity showed significant increase in both groups comparing with its resting state. 
This finding did not show any correlation with the result of Aliyev et al which showed a decrease in 
blood glucose during exhaustion activities in mice (20). Probably the reason of the differences between 
results is the interpretation of Dr. Sandgol which expressed that cortisol, epinephrine, glucagons lead to 
increase of blood glucose significantly during physical activity or the reason is that human is more 
intelligent in adaptation of storage of energy than animals and in top level vital potential is able to 
announce the exhaustion of nervous system not similar to animals which experience the real exhaustion 
and this advantage of human leads to cope with in Sevier conditions and activities (1). On the other 
hand the duration of exhaustion state in professional group was 18:31 ± 2:8 and in nonprofessional 
group was 14:59 ± 00:0.6 and along with higher blood glucose in professional than nonprofessional 
group confirmed other research hypothesis. The level of TG in submaximal and maximal activity were 
not significantly higher than its resting state in both groups (p>0.5). TG level between maximal activity 
and submaximal activity did not show any significant different in both groups (p>0.5) which correlates 
with the results from references 33, 35, 36 which showed that one session physical activity is not able 
to change blood TG significantly. TG in blood samples of professional group in resting state and 15 
minutes submaximal activity was lower than nonprofessional group significantly( p<0.05) which 
correlates with results from the investigation of martin  Haskel and Wood (6-26) .  

The results did not show any significant difference in TG between two groups during 
exhaustion activity (p>0.1). In other words, TG increased in professional group because of adaptation 
in TG consumption, dominancy of aerobic system based on metabolism neediness and decreased in 
nonprofessional group because of consumption of blood TG. Based on results in table 1 and figure 3, 4 
cholesterol and LDL-C in professional  group blood samples showed a significant decrease in resting 
state comparing with nonprofessional group ( p<0.001). This finding correlates with results from 
wasakari et al (7, 10). This finding also showed that continuous sport activity will be able to decrease 
both two high risk factor, cholesterol and LDL-C, significantly which are an important role in coronary 
heart disease (49, 50). 

 The result from submaximal and maximal activity also showed a significant decrease in 
cholesterol and LDL-C in both groups (p<0.001). 
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On the other hand the level of cholesterol and LDL-C between submaximal and maximal 
activity showed a significant increase comparing with resting state and maximal activities (p<0.001) 
which showed correlation with results of statery et al (51) but the cholesterol and LDL-C level in 
nonprofessional group did not show any significant differences among resting submaximal and 
maximal activities (p<0.2) which correlates with some investigations (34, 35). 
  The findings showed that continuous sport exercise leads to decrease of cholesterol and LDL-C. 
With regards to table 1 the results showed a significant increase in HDL-C in submaximal and maximal 
activity comparing with resting state in both groups (p<0.05) which correlates with the results from 
investigations of Paol, Domenan, Yevada, Havinger, and Rayakari (38, 39, 40, 43, 44, 45) . These finding 
also showed that even one session physical activity leads to a significant increase of HDL-C as an anti 
risk factor of coronary heart disease (55, 56). This result showed a significant increase in resting, 
submaximal and maximal activity in professional group comparing with nonprofessional group which 
also correlates with the results from reference 46, 47, 48. The result also showed that the difference in 
HDL-C level in professional group was considerable higher than nonprofessional group (p<0.01) which 
showed that maximal activity in professional athletes increase HDL-C, efficiently comparing with 
nonprofessional athletes which correlates with results from some investigations (48, 52).  
 
Conclusion 
 

 Based on our investigation we can conclude that biomechanical movements after 15 minutes 
exercise and during exhaustion state lead to a considerable alteration in blood components. On the other 
hand short term and long term sport activities involve carbohydrate and lipid sources in energy cycle. 
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